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ABSTRACT
We introduce a direct method for transferring arrays of GaAs microtubes from an opaque substrate to a transparent
glass substrate in a controlled manner. This enables us to build a platform for optical readout of the microtubes’ interaction with overgrown cellular networks. We achieve this by applying a double layer of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS).
The first PDMS layer serves as a smooth and mechanically compliant transparent substrate. The second, adhesive layer
contains a mixture of PDMS and n-hexane, which creates a layer thickness smaller than the tube diameter. This will
prevent the tubes from sinking into the substrate. The microtubes themselves are made of GaAs heterostructures. The
direct bandgap of the material allows for the integration of embedded optical device components into the tube wall. The
microtubes have diameters on the same scale as typical mouse cortical axons, being on average 1 µm. The axons can be
grown through the tubes, hence maximally enhancing the capacitive coupling of the signal source (axon) and the electrode (tube). Although the tube material is toxic to cells, we are able to overcome this by a parylene-coating step.
Keywords: Semiconductor Microtubes; Neuron Outgrowth; PDMS Spin-Coating

1. Introduction
Semiconductor microtubes realized by self-rolling strained
semiconductor layers have found a wide range of applications in different fields [1]. Examples include optical
microcavities
and
bottle
resonators
[2,3],
three-dimensional metamaterials [4] and, most recently,
as neuronal guides for axon outgrowth [5,6].
Semiconductor materials such as Si and GaAs, or more
generally heterostructures grown with these, are qualified
for electrical and optical measurements. While microtubes made of Si have the advantage of being biocompatible [7], GaAs has a higher electron mobility and a
direct bandgap, enabling optical activity. To get a detailed overview of mechanical movement of the growth
cone interacting with the tubes total internal reflection
fluorescence microscope (TIRFM) can be applied [8].
Recently, we have demonstrated that GaAs microtubes
can be made biocompatible using Parylene-C [6], i.e.
these tubes can now be used for experiments on cellular
networks. One of the remaining problems for optical
*
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read-out of the microtubes is the opacity of the substrate
to an inverted microscope. This renders the in-vitro investigation of neuron growth impossible. In order to
monitor their growth in real-time, here, we introduce a
technique for transferring the ordered tube arrays onto
transparent glass slides.
Such a transparent substrate enables us to potentially
image neuron outgrowth in real-time using a microscope
incubator and to implement optical studies of the neuron
outgrowth using different arrays of microtubes for use in
optogenetics as well as in optoelectronics [9].

2. Methods
2.1. Fabrication of the Microtubes
The fabrication of the GaAs/InGaAs microtubes is based
on the principle of the self-rolling of these strained
semiconductors, first described by Prinz et al. [10]. We
employ as parental substrate a GaAs wafer including
GaAs/InGaAs strained double-layers. The layers are
grown with molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). On top of a
GaAs substrate an AlAs sacrificial layer is grown, folSNL
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lowed by InGaAs and GaAs layers (Figure 1). In this
work the used layer thicknesses are 40 nm, 12 nm and 12
nm, respectively, to obtain tube diameters of about 2 µm
[11]. The strain in the layers is induced by the different
lattice constances of GaAs and InGaAs. The lattice constant increases linearly with the increasing amount of In.
For the roll-up process the samples have to be structured
with starting edges, stop edges and shallow mesa (Figure 1). Shallow mesa points along the rolling direction
and perpendicular to the starting edges and stop edges.
The marks are defined using photolithography and wetchemical etching. Starting edges give the tubes an appointed starting point for rolling up, the length of the
tubes is defined by the shallow mesa and the stop edges
simplify the release of the tubes from the substrate.
Starting edges and shallow mesa/stop edges are etched
with a solution 1H3PO4:10H2O2:500H2O. As a last step
the AlAs sacrificial layer is etched away selectively with
hydrofluoric acid (5% HF), which releases the strained
InGaAs/GaAs double layer from the substrate. To reduce
the strain in this double layer it will roll up into a microtube with radius defined by the In content of the InGaAs
layer and the respective InGaAs/GaAs layer thicknesses
[12].

2.2. Substrate Transfer of Microtubes
For transferring we use 12 × 12 mm2 glass cover-slips.
The PDMS spin-coating consists of two steps: as a first
step the PDMS is prepared with a weight ratio of curing
agent/silicone 1:10. The solvent PDMS is sucked into a
syringe and placed into a desiccator for 1 hour to remove
the bubbles originating from the mixing procedure. The
cover-slips are spin-coated with PDMS at 2000 rpm for
one minute followed by baking on a hot-plate at 100˚C
for two minutes which will guarantee a complete curing
of the first PDMS layer.

Figure 2. (a) GaAs sample placed on the glass substrate
(black dashed line); (b) Separation of the glass substrate
and the GaAs substrate with tubes lying on the glass substrate. The tubes on the GaAs substrate are released and
transferred tubes on the glass substrate.

The first PDMS layer is important to provide a mechanically compliant layer, which will prevent the tubes
from breaking during the transfer process. After baking,
the substrate is spin coated again. This time the PDMS
thickness has to be reduced to get layer thicknesses of
1µm or less, to avoid the tubes from sinking into the
PDMS. This is achieved by using n-hexane. Applying an
established technique, Thangawng et al. report on PDMS
film thicknesses of 70 nm on a Si substrate [13]. The
ratio of PDMS/n-hexane used in our experiments is 1:8,
which delivers layer thicknesses of about 1 µm (Figure
3).
For the ease of transfer, the GaAs sample with microtubes on top is placed on the hot-plate at 100˚C and, after
spin-coating the sample with PDMS/n-hexane for the
second time for 1 minute at 8000 rpm, the glass-substrate
is immediately placed on top of the GaAs sample (Figure 2).
After complete curing of the glass substrate, the sample is peeled off from the glass which will tear the tubes
from the GaAs substrate and glue them to the glass. With
this step the transfer process is completed.

2.3. Processing Bio-Compatible Samples
To use this kind of sample for experiments with living
cells it is paramout that materials are made biocompatible. It is well known that arsenic is highly toxic [14]. In
order to prevent cells from dying on such substrates, we
process our samples with Parylene-C (Speciality Coating
Systems PDS2010) after completing the transfer as reported recently for non-transferred microtubes [6]. This
CVD process enables covering the tubes’ outer and inner
surfaces, the achieved parylene thicknesses are in a range
of around 160 nm.

Figure 1. Sketch of the substrate. The starting edge is
etched through the GaAs top layer and the InGaAs. The
shallow mesa and stop edges are etched into the InGaAs
layer. After selective etching of the AlAs sacrificial layer
with HF the strained double layer starts rolling up. The
rolling direction is marked with an arrow.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

3. Results/Discussion
During the development process, different methods for
transferring the tubes were tested. As a first step, transferring of GaAs tubes onto a few mm thick PDMS layer
was tested. This method delivered undefined results beSNL
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Figure 3. The layer thickness of PDMS/n-hexane plotted
against the amount of PDMS in percent. The glass substrate
was at first spin-coated with PDMS/curing agent (10:1) at
2000 rpm for one minute, baked on a hot-plate for two minutes at 100˚C. The second layer of PDMS/n-hexane was
spincoated for 1 minute at 8000 rpm with PDMS percentage
as indicated.

cause the PDMS layer cures unevenly on the hot-plate
resulting in a larger chance that the tubes will sink into
the PDMS. We thus began spin-coating the PDMS on
glass cover-slips to obtain a well-defined layer thickness
and increase the probability that the tubes will not sink
into the liquid PDMS. When using a lower ratio of
n-hexane to PDMS than 1:8 during the transferring process, PDMS bubbles appeared on the glass substrate.
By using a ratio of 1:8, formation of the bubbles is
avoided and the surface between the tubes remains
smooth. Another advantage of the spin-coating is the fact
that, with this method, thinner substrates can be fabricated.
The yield of successfully transferred tubes was clearly
dependent on the tubes length. For 75 µm long tubes an
average of only a few percent of the tubes was transferred, while the yield was improved to 65% for 50 µm
tubes (Figure 4). Considering the fact that on the whole
sample we have about 5 × 103 tubes initially in one fabrication step more than 3 × 103 were transferred successfully.
As a next step, these samples will be used for guided
neuron growth. After bio-compatibilizing the tubes [6], it
is possible to guide neuronal growth through the tubes
and create a neural network. In addition it is possible to
investigate the growth of neurons on these transparent
substrates with TIRFM.

4. Conclusion
In this letter we introduced a method of direct transfer of
semiconductor microtubes to a transparent glass substrate.
We reported that 65% of the microtubes from the GaAs
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Figure 4. Array of microtubes lying on the glass substrate,
(a) scale bar 200 µm. (b) close-up of (a), scale bar 20 µm. (c)
close-up of (b), scale bar 2 µm.

substrate are transferred. These kinds of devices are
applicable in several fields such as optoelectronics and
experiments on cellular networks. The toxicity of GaAs
is prevented by coating the tubes with Parylene-C in a
CVD process. In the future, we plan to observe the microtube interactions with the overgrown neural networks.
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